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978-0-8308-3458-7

“Urbana Onward gives

us the right books at the

right time: practical,

readable, thoughtful,

hopeful insights for the

next generation of

missional Christians.”

—Don Everts, author of

Jesus with Dirty Feet

and Go and Do:

Becoming a Missional

Christian

Urbana Onward Series Provides Next
Steps for Urbana Attendees

Pursuing God’s Call

978-0-8308-3459-4

Urbana director Tom Lin tells the story of his
transformation from a success-driven Harvard student to a
global pioneer of Christian campus ministry. He
encourages the next generation of global missionaries to
expect radical blessings from God if they choose a life of
uncertainty and risk.

Tom Lin is the director of the Urbana Student Missions
Conference and vice president of missions for InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship/USA.

Deepening the Soul

for Justice

978-0-8308-3463-1

Bethany H. Hoang introduces the concepts and practices
that enable International Justice Mission (IJM) team
members to maintain spiritual vitality in the face of the
world’s injustices. With the IJM model, global justice
issues are seen as a catalyst for greater spiritual growth
and deeper personal discipleship.

As director of the IJM Institute for Biblical Justice,
Bethany H. Hoang travels globally, equipping leaders in
the church and the academy to relieve abuse and
oppression around the world.

Partnering with the

Global Church

978-0-8308-3460-0

Nikki A. Toyama-Szeto and Femi Adeleye address tricky
cross-cultural issues such as power, finances, transparency
and trust, and develop new models for ministry that reflect
the servant heart of God.

Nikki A. Toyama-Szeto is associate director of programs
for the Urbana Student Missions Conference. Femi Adeleye
is associate general secretary for partnership and
collaboration for the International Fellowship of
Evangelical Students.
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“The plethora of global

involvement

opportunities today are

sometimes

overshadowed by the

magnitude of need and

the uncertainty of where

to dive in. . . . This series

covers personal issues

(understanding God's

call), spiritual

foundations (spiritual

warfare, worship) and

implementable tools

(partnership, justice)

that serve as catalysts to

help every reader take

the next step toward

effective engagement in

the work of Christ's

kingdom.”

—Paul Borthwick, author

of Western Christians in

Global Mission and How

to be a World-Class

Christian

Spiritual Warfare in

Mission

978-0-8308-3464-8

Veteran missionaries Mary Anne and Jack Voelkel expose
the dynamics of spiritual warfare in the work of missions
and equip readers to take practical, prayerful steps toward
spiritual triumph.

Mary Anne Voelkel and Jack Voelkel are longtime
missionaries with Latin America Mission (LAM). They
pioneered a university ministry in Colombia that is a
member of the International Fellowship of Evangelical
Students (IFES).

Your Mind’s Mission

978-0-8308-3461-7

Greg Jao addresses common myths that result in a passive
engagement of our intellect with our faith. He provides key
disciplines for Christian discipleship of the mind—how we
can love God with our minds in community, obedience and
humility.

Greg Jao is a national field director for InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship/USA. He is a contributor to
Following Jesus Without Dishonoring Your Parents, a
book on Asian American discipleship.

The Mission of

Worship

978-0-8308-3462-4

Sandra Van Opstal argues that culturally diverse worship
practices create a space for us to encounter the mission of
God. Such a missional approach to worship, she promises,
will renew the church’s vision and witness, proclaiming
that the kingdom of God is here, accomplishing
reconciliation, justice and shalom.

Sandra Van Opstal is director of worship for the Urbana
Student Missions Conference. She also serves on the
national leadership team for InterVarsity’s Latino ministry
LaFe.


